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Can you imagine! Sitting in the corner of a big sofa with large soft pillows. 
You’re wearing a warm, comfortable sweater and have a nice knitted woolen 
blanket over your legs, holding a large mug of hot chocolate with whipped 
cream. You take the �rst creamy sip and you’re on cloud nine. Looking outside 
from your warm living room surrounded by burning, scented candles and 
beautiful pink Poinsettias through the large half-fogged window and see the 
rustling leaves fall down from the trees, the cumulus clouds �oating by and 
watch how the �rst snow�akes fall. You smell the sweet scent of homemade 
apple pie baking in the oven, mixed with fresh pine from the forest through 
the narrow cracks of the old wooden �oor. 

This is the feeling you get with the unique colours of Princettia® Poinsettias. 
That's why we say: Princettia®, “instant ambiance”.

Give these spectacular pink gems and white pearls a special place in your 
home and enjoy their stunning looks. Princettia® is a new style of Poinsettia 
(Christmas Star), with a compact growth habit and strong branching. This 
makes it an easy plant, which everyone can manage!
 



  



Princettia® Poinsettias stand out because of their amazing colours 
and compact shape. No other Poinsettia can match the unique 
snow white and �uorescent pink varieties of the Princettia® 
collection. Our goal was to create a new market in (Northern) 
Europe for our Poinsettias. With Princettia® you can decorate your 
interior with Poinsettias without taking the Christmas days into 
account. Due to their colours you can enjoy them from far before 
and beyond the cozy Christmas days. 

Olive green & old (hammered) copper 
The beautiful identity of the Princettia® brand comes from its ability 
to create instant ambiance everywhere. It doesn’t matter if you 
have a classic or modern interior in either one it stands out. 
Therefore, we created a classy yet trendy identity of signal white, 
pink, olive green and copper colour shades. The white and pink 
shades stands for the Princettia® colour collection. Olive green 
represents the cozy autumn & winter days. It resembles the fresh 
scent of the forest with its pine-trees and burning wood logs in the 
�replace. Copper is “the” trend colour of this moment and endorses 
the quality, durability, warmth and fashionability of the brand. 

Princettia® lends itself perfectly for the use in an early autumn 
action but also to roll out with a December (Christmas) action. 
Princettia® is available with a complete package of stylish POS 
materials. Princettia® can be delivered in a beautiful sleeve with a 
trendy label on a stick.

The Princettia® is the princess under the Poinsettia’s and the 
collection is always evolving. Intensive cooperation between 
introducer's “MNP �owers” and the breeding team of Suntory 
Flowers Ltd. has resulted in brilliant varieties for the coming future. 
The emphasis in breeding is on creating unique colours, resistance 
to cold & transport, and a perfect plant shape. And �nally, the 
creation of beautiful berries (�owers) in the heart of the Princettia®, 
which is particularly appreciated by European consumers. 

The Princettia® collection can be divided into three groups nowadays:

1). Classics: 
The classic varieties have a compact growth habit and are early 

flowering. 

2). Midi: 
The “medium” varieties are easier to grow and have a (more) standard 

Poinsettia growth habit, flowering time and therefore larger leaves. 

3). Multi: 
And finally the “multiple” varieties with multiple leaves from the center 

of the plant, have a compact growth habit and early flowering.

P�nse�ia 2.0
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P�e White
This is the purest white Poinsettia you have ever seen, due to its green veins 
combined with dark green leaves. With its naturally compact shape the 
Princettia® Pure White �ts perfectly in the classic Princettia® series. This variety 
is an early bloomer, suited for both indoor and outdoor use. 

Princettia® Euphorbia (Poinsettia) is the most beautiful jewel imaginable and 
available for every living-room. Give these spectacular pink gems and white 
pearls a special place in your home and enjoy their stunning looks. Princettia® 
is a new style of Poinsettia (Christmas Star), with a compact growth habit and 
strong branching. This makes it an easy plant, which everyone can manage! 
Grow Princettia® in borders or pots in your garden, or on your balcony, and 
enjoy these pink and white stars until the �rst frosts of autumn. 

Princettia® is perfect as a gift and can even be used for landscaping in mild 
climates. It creates instant ambiance.

BONPR I  974
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Ul�a Pink
This nice Poinsettia has, as its name suggests, an ultra bright pink colour. Due 
to its colourful pink berries (�owers) in the center and pink veins it really jumps 
out. Its just a stunning and totally, ultra pink beauty. The Ultra Pink blooms 
early and is suited for both indoor and outdoor use.

Princettia® Euphorbia (Poinsettia) is the most beautiful jewel imaginable and 
available for every living-room. Give these spectacular pink gems and white 
pearls a special place in your home and enjoy their stunning looks. Princettia® 
is a new style of Poinsettia (Christmas Star), with a compact growth habit and 
strong branching. This makes it an easy plant, which everyone can manage! 
Grow Princettia® in borders or pots in your garden, or on your balcony, and 
enjoy these pink and white stars until the �rst frosts of autumn. 

Princettia® is perfect as a gift and can even be used for landscaping in mild 
climates. It creates instant ambiance.

BONPR I  9276
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Indian Red
The Princettia® Indian Red is the �rst compact reddish Princettia® on the 
market. It has the characteristics of the classic series in a beautiful indian red 
colour. Therefore, it's the ultimate Christmas present for adding instant 
ambiance to your living room. This variety blooms early and is also suited for 
both indoor and outdoor use. 

Princettia® Euphorbia (Poinsettia) is the most beautiful jewel imaginable and 
available for every living-room. Give these spectacular pink gems and white 
pearls a special place in your home and enjoy their stunning looks. Princettia® 
is a new style of Poinsettia (Christmas Star), with a compact growth habit and 
strong branching. This makes it an easy plant, which everyone can manage! 
Grow Princettia® in borders or pots in your garden, or on your balcony, and 
enjoy these pink and white stars until the �rst frosts of autumn.

Princettia® is perfect as a gift and can even be used for landscaping in mild 
climates. It creates instant ambiance.

BONPR I  9 172
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Midi Hot Pink
The Princettia® Midi Hot Pink is the �rst variety in the completely new midi 
(medium) series. Which can be regarded as the equivalent of the more familiar 
Poinsettia (Christmas Star). Midi’s can be grown into larger plants than existing 
Princettia® varieties, but have the same positive characteristics. They grow 
more vigorous and has bigger petals & leaves. 

Princettia® Euphorbia (Poinsettia) is the most beautiful jewel imaginable and 
available for every living-room. Give these spectacular pink gems and white 
pearls a special place in your home and enjoy their stunning looks. Princettia® 
is a new style of Poinsettia (Christmas Star), with a compact growth habit and 
strong branching. This makes it an easy plant, which everyone can manage! 
Grow Princettia® in borders or pots in your garden, or on your balcony, and 
enjoy these pink and white stars until the �rst frosts of autumn. 

Princettia® is perfect as a gift and can even be used for landscaping in mild 
climates. It creates instant ambiance.

BONPR I  1095
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P�e White
Bonp r i  974

The purest white Poinsettia 
available. The Pure White grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer, it has green veins 
for comparison with the Pearl.

M�-White
Bonp r i  2760

The Max-White grows more 
vigorous and has larger petals & 
leaves. It has a normal earliness 
for Poinsettias.
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Pe�l
Bonp r i  635

Pink
Bonp r i l i pcom

The Princettia® Pearl grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer, it has red veins 
for comparison with the Pure 
White.

This beautiful variety grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer. It grows fast and 
�owers abundantly.

www.princettia.eu



Hot Pink
Bonp r i p i com

Ul�a Pink
Bonp r i  9276
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The Princettia® Hot Pink grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer.  It grows fast and 
�owers abundantly.

This variety has an ultra bright 
pink colour. Due to its colourful 
pink �ower center (berries) and 
pink veins it really jumps out. It 
grows naturally compact and is 
an early bloomer. It grows fast 
and also �owers abundantly.



Indian Red
Bonp r i  9 172

D�k Pink
Bonp r i depcom

The Princettia® Dark Pink grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer. It grows fast and 
�owers abundantly.

This variety is the �rst red 
Princettia® available, it grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer. The Princettia® 
Indian Red grows fast and 
�owers abundantly.

www.princettia.eu



Multi D�k Pink
Bonp r i  5 15

The Princettia® Multi Dark Pink 
has multiple petals from the 
center in comparison to the 
classic varieties. It grows 
naturally compact and is an 
early bloomer. The Multi Dark 
Pink grows fast and �owers 
abundantly.
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Midi Hot Pink
Bonp r i  1 095

The Midi Hot Pink is the �rst 
variety in the new midi series. 
Which can be regarded as the 
equivalent of the more familiar 
Poinsettia. Midis can be grown 
into larger plants than the 
classics, but have the same 
positive characteristics.
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Flowering characteristics
Princettia® is a short-day plant. This means that the plant will �ower 
only if the night is longer than 13 hours and the greenhouse is 
completely dark. In the northern hemisphere, this happens 
naturally in the period from 1 October to 1 March. The number of 
weeks of short-day regime needed to induce �owering is called the 
‘reaction time’. The reaction time for Princettia® varieties is 8 weeks 
at an average minimum temperature of around 18 to 19°C. Lower 
temperatures lead to longer reaction times. If the natural day 
length is more than 11 hours, the greenhouse has to be darkened 
arti�cially.

Potting & compost
Di�erent pot sizes are possible. 10 and 12 cm work well, though 
larger sizes can also be used. Mini pots are another excellent option 
as Princettia® is naturally compact. Black pots appear to enhance 
root development. Use a good-quality Poinsettia compost with 
su�cient air content and moisture retention and a pH of 5.2-6.0.

Watering & feeding
Do not over-water, especially in the season when the plant is using 
little water. Excessive watering is not necessary and can cause 
Botrytis. Watering from below is recommended. When watering, 
feed at an EC of 1.8 mS. Use a well-balanced mixture containing all 
necessary nutrients. Watch out for magnesium de�ciency, which is 
sometimes visible on the older/lower leaves. 

Keeping the plants compact
Princettia® is naturally compact and can be grown without the use 
of plant growth regulators. If regulation is needed however, use 
Cycocel (0.5 cc/l). Avoid regulating a crop that has not taken in 
enough water, as this causes scorched/yellow leaf margins. When 
spraying growth regulators, avoid the bracts or they may grow too 
small. Use a negative DIF if necessary.

Transport
Nothing speci�c, avoid long transports. 

Climate
- Temperature: After potting, ideally use a higher temperature of 
19 to 20°C for the �rst two weeks, so that the roots grow out of the 
plug quickly. After that, maintain a growing temperature of 
18-20°C (or possibly lower). Excessive temperatures in a shaded 
greenhouse (in summer) can have an adverse e�ect on quality. 
Excessive temperature can impair quality in any case. A lower 
temperature delays �owering and extends the cultivation period. 
Temperatures that are too low can cause damage.

- Air humidity (RH): Su�cient ventilation is needed, especially 
when growing temperatures are low.

- Light: Give plants enough space, especially in autumn and winter. 
Lack of space can lead to leaf yellowing due to lack of light.Cu
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Growing schedule
- Pots: 12 cm pots (means temperature around roughly 19 °C)

- Potting: All year round, but in practice the plant has been found 
to be more of an autumn product.

- Pinching: Around 2 weeks after potting.

- Cultivation period:
A) long day: 2 weeks after potting, pinching. After pinching, grow 
for 2-5 weeks under long-day conditions. 

B) short day: reaction time is 8 weeks. Total cultivation period A+B: 
12-15 weeks. The cultivation period also depends on pot size and 
growing temperature: the larger the pot and plant size, the longer 
the cultivation period. In addition, a higher temperature in the 
summer will accelerate growth and winter temperatures will have 
a delaying e�ect. For vegetative growth during the natural short 
day, additional lighting is necessary. 100 lux at plant level is usually 
su�cient. Energy-saving lighting can be used, in cycles of 20 
minutes per hour between 10 pm and 4 am.

Crop protection
- Fungal diseases: 
*Pythium root rot. Use black pots for better root development; 
*Botrytis. Keep plants and air dry enough; 
*Rhizopus. Has symptoms similar to Botrytis; 
*Rhizoctonia root rot. Allow the growing medium to dry out, water 
from below.

- Pests: Greenhouse white�y (Trialeurodes vaporariorum), 
silverleaf or tobacco white�y (Bemisia tabaci), thrips, cyclamen 
mite, spider mite, etc. 

- Other: Xanthomonas, Erwinia.

DISCLAIMER
The information above has been compiled with maximum care 
and is based on our current knowledge. MNP �owers is not 
responsible for the consequences of use or misuse of the above 
information. When using crop protection products or growth 
regulators, always comply with applicable laws and regulations in 
your country.  
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New Denomination

Bonpri 974

Bonpri 2760

Bonpri 635

Bonprilipcom

Bonpripicom

Bonpri 9276

Bonpridepcom

Bonpri 9172

Bonpri 515

Bonpri 1095

Flowering
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Variety

Classic
Pure White

Max-White

Pearl

Pink

Hot Pink

Ultra Pink

Dark Pink

Indian Red

Multiple
Multi Dark Pink

Midi
Midi Hot Pink

                  

Colour Vigour

compact

medium/compact

compact

compact

compact

compact

compact

compact

compact

medium/compact

Intro Year

2016

2010

2014

2010

2010

2017

2010

2017

2017

2017
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SV.CO
Van den Berg Est BV

www.svco.nl
www.fleurigest.nl

Av
ail

ab
ili

ty
BVBA DeCock Plants
Selecta Klemm GmbH & Co. KG
Volmary GmbH
Andreas Psenner S.S.
Lazzeri Societa’ Agricola A R.L.
Beekenkamp Plants B.V.
Florensis B.V.
Plantpol Spotka z.o.o.

www.decockplants.be
www.selecta-one.com
www.volmary.com
www.psenner.it
www.lazzeri.com
www.beekenkamp.nl
www.�orensis.com
www.plantpol.com.pl

Dehner
Gartenliebe
Jardiland
Johnstown Garden Centre
Intratuin
Plantje.nl
Warentuin
Bakker.com
Certi
Home & Garden
Mester Grønn
Vrtni Center Kalia
Garden Amoros
Blomster Landet
Odla
Do It Garden
Gardening Express
jersey Plants Direct
Pike Nursery
Marks & Spencer
Thompsen & Morgan

www.dehner.de
www.gartenliebe.de
www.jardiland.com
www.johnstowngardencentre.ie
www.intratuin.nl
www.plantje.nl
www.warentuin.nl
www.bakker.com
www.certi.nl
www.homeandgarden.nl
www.mestergronn.no
www.kalia.si
www.gardenamoros.com
www.blomsterlandet.se
www.odla.nu/shop
www.doitgarden.ch
www.gardeningexpress.co.uk
www.jerseyplantsdirect.com
www.pikenursery.com
www.marksandspencer.com
www.thompson-morgan.com

(Online) Retailers
Where can I buy my Princettia®? Check out the short list below for 
an (online) retailer in your neighborhood.

The growers, exporters and (online) retailers short lists are carefully 
composed (September 2017) out of companies which can be easily 
found on the internet. If you are a grower, exporter or (online) retailer 
on the European market and want to be published on this list and on 
the Princettia® website (www.princettia.eu/availability), please send 
an e-mail to e.giezen@mnpflowers.com.

Perkoplant
By Growers
Graff Kristensen A/S
3Kanten
Kwekerij De Bonfut
Dolc’Amore
J & P ten Have
Kwekerij Nico van Os
KAN plant
More Lips
Pligt Proffesionals

www.perkoplant.be
www.bygrowers.dk
www.graff.dk
www.3kanten.dk
www.debonfut.nl
www.dolcamore.nl
www.jenptenhave.nl
www.nicovanos.nl
www.kanplant.nl
www.morelips.nl
www.pligtprofessionals.nl

www.princettia.eu

Licensees, growers, exporters, & (online) retailers
We are very proud to collaborate with innovative and professional 
partners throughout Europe. We work with propagators and 
growers in every European country. If you would like to become our 
partner, please feel free to contact us. 

Licensees
Looking for cuttings or young plants from Princettia®? Check out 
the list of licensees below.

Growers & Exporters
Looking for young plants or �nished Princettia® products? Check 
out the short list below for a grower or exporter in your 
neighborhood.
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Labels on stick Labels on stick

Printed pots (mat) copper sleeveLabels for baskets

POS for CC trolleywww.princettia.eu

Sandwich boards & Roll-up banners

(mat) light sleeve
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Princettia® is a brand and registered trademark bred by the Japanese 

breeder Suntory Flowers Ltd. and introduced by MNP flowers. Since 

1989 MNP flowers (’Moerheim New Plant‘) is managing the European 

rights and is master licensee for all (future) products. The business of 

MNP flowers can broadly be divided into four activities nowadays. 

Each year MNP flowers selects new and innovative varieties in close 

consultation with Suntory Flowers Ltd.

1. Testing & selection
MNP �owers introduces new genetics from Suntory Flowers Ltd., 
among others, onto the European market. Breeding takes place in 
Japan, Vietnam and Australia, where an extensive team of 
professionals work passionately on creating the perfect plant for 
gardens and balconies worldwide. MNP �owers specializes in 
speci�c R&D areas, including selection. We employ several 
professionals, who all have in-depth knowledge of the European 
horticultural market. Together they select plants and varieties that 
suit this market perfectly. Selected plants and varieties are assessed 
extensively at several testing locations. Varieties are trialed for 
earliness, sturdiness, �oriferousness, weather resistance, colour 
consistency, growth and so on.

2. Building brands
After �nal selection, we decide which varieties will be introduced 
and which will be either retested or disregarded. This is where we 
start building brands! The marketing department of MNP �owers is 
the creative heart of our organization. 

We do market research for all varieties that will be introduced. We 
investigate who the customer will be and his or her perception of 
the new product. This is very important for positioning the product 
in the market.

We think about product naming plus the total concept and �nally 
we come to the brand design, which is when we start to create a 
brand with its own logo, labels, pots, lea�ets, website, etc., ready to 
be marketed! 

3. Introduction, sales and licensing
The most important activity at MNP �owers is bringing our new 
varieties (novelties) to customers. MNP �owers introduces new 
varieties three times a year: during the IPM in January, the 
FlowerTrials® in June and the FloraHolland Trade Fair in November. 
This means that there is always a reason to visit MNP �owers, both 
on location during exhibitions and at home during the 
FlowerTrials®. Business partners can then express their interest in a 
new product and decide whether they want to run trials at their 
own site or add the introduction to their catalogue immediately. 
Growers pay a license fee for every Suntory® plant. MNP �owers 
recoups this license fee to its business partners by creating 
marketing concepts, arranging free publicity and PR, safeguarding 
plant quality, etc.

4. Monitoring and support
Because we charge a license fee, we are obligated to provide our 
business partners with all the support they need. We therefore 
keep in close contact with our partners and visit them as often as 
possible, not only to provide advice about propagating and 
growing speci�c Suntory® crops, but also to listen to their own 
experience in the �eld so that we can take it into account during 
the next testing and selection cycle. 

For questions and advice, please feel free to contact one of our 
experts.



The champions of tomorrow, today!
MNP �owers. A new name, a clear goal and a fresh identity. Since 
the 1990s, Moerheim New Plant has built a reputation for 
introducing innovative and successful bedding plants to the 
European ornamental plant sector. During this time, we have 
created many major and unique brands, including Sur�nia®, 
Sundaville®, Senetti® and Princettia®. That’s why we say: We bring 
you the champions of tomorrow, today! MNP �owers stands for 
innovation, quality and creativity. Our mission and vision guides 
and inspires our organization. 

Mission: “To contribute on creating a beautiful and healthy 

environment for people, flora and fauna to flourish.”

Vision: “Quality is the key. We want to grow and give people plants 

with value for money. We want to innovate and improve our products 

but also each individual by learning and being challenged every day.”
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Jeroen F. Egtberts
Managing Director
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Ralph Erkelens
Sales & Brand Ambassador

Klaas Droog
Sales & License Manager

Willem Mulder
Contract & License 
Administration

At MNP �owers we are happy to guide and advise our business 
partners who choose to propagate and grow our plants. 
Therefore, we work closely with our licensees and growers and 
are highly committed to o�ering a high level of customer 
service.

For cultivation and selection advice please contact Mr. Klaas Droog, 
our sales and license manager. Klaas has more than a decade of 
intrinsic experience in the ornamental horticulture trade and can 
therefore provide you with the best tips and advice about 
propagating and growing Suntory® plants. 

For questions and advice about sales and export, please feel free to 
contact Mr. Klaas Droog or Mr. Ralph Erkelens. With many years of 
experience in the European horticultural sector, they have 
developed an extensive knowledge of the market. They also have a 
wide network in the sector and are therefore of great value to MNP 
�owers, and to you, as our business partner.

For questions about contracts and licenses, please contact Mr. 
Willem Mulder.



www.mnp�owers.com www.mnp�owers.com
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Erwin Giezen
Head of Marketing &
Communications

Stunning & free  marketing concepts!
The marketing department of MNP �owers is the creative heart of 
our organization. All the artwork for MNP �owers and our brands is 
designed by our own marketing team. Dynamic marketing 
concepts are extremely important if you want to be unique in 
today’s horticultural market. And that’s our goal: to create 
exceptional marketing concepts for our beautiful products.

Our clients are valuable to us. We would love to intensify our 
contact with you, and respond to all your thoughts and questions 
about marketing your products. Please feel free to contact us. 

Labels & pots
Pro�t from the excelling marketing concepts that are created for all 
our products. For example choose the new Beedance® label or 
grow your Beedance® varieties in the specially designed printed 
growing pots.

High-resolution pictures
Are you already a client? We have a special high resolution picture 
database for you where you can download pictures from all 
varieties! Go to the website and �ll in the form to get your own 
user-name and password. www.moerheim.image-share.nl

Advertising & press
Focused advertising for special target groups which highlights 
single products from MNP �owers brands, renowned throughout 
the industry. We have also standard publication texts and info for 
all of our products.

Merchandising materials
We o�er you a complete package of professionally designed and 
functional “point of sale” (POS) material for every single brand. This 
promotional material includes posters, brochures, cultivation 
�yer’s, labels, banners for CC trolleys, etc. 



Ralph Erkelens
Sales & Brand Ambassador

M: +31 (0) 624 13 24 99
E: r.erkelens@mnp�owers.com
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ct

Juliette Einhorn
Quality & Selection Manager

M: +31 (0) 653 53 41 92
E: j.einhorn@mnp�owers.com

Erwin Giezen
Head Marketing & 
Communications

M: +31 (0) 619 94 54 82
E: e.giezen@mnp�owers.com

Willem Mulder
Contract & License 
Administration

M: +31 (0) 612 12 58 85
E: w.mulder@mnp�owers.com

Klaas Droog
Sales & License Manager

M: +31 (0) 622 39 63 50
E: k.droog@mnp�owers.com

Get in touch
We have a team of professionals standing by to answer all of your 
questions. If you are interested in one of our products, if you need 
some high resolution pictures for your catalogue or need some 
“point of sale” POS materials, please feel free to contact one of our 
colleagues at MNP �owers.

Come and visit the MNP �owers head o�ce & selection center 
near Amsterdam Airport Schiphol. 

MNP �owers
Weteringweg 3a
2155 MV Leimuiderbrug
The Netherlands

Jeroen F. Egtberts
Managing Director

M: +31 (0) 653 23 80 36
E: j.egtberts@mnp�owers.com
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MNP flowers
Weteringweg 3a
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The Netherlands

T   +31 (0) 172 506 700
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